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Journey so far
Key dates:
• Board Seminar Sessions – December 2020; February 2021; June 2021
• In-Committee Board – January 2021
• 25th March 2021 – Draft plan considered by Board
• 30th March 2021 - Draft plan submitted to Welsh Government (WG)
• 20th April 2021– Initial generic feedback letters received by all Health Boards from Andrew
Goodall
o Included a request for initial bids against £100m recovery monies
• 29th April 2021– Initial UHB specific feedback via meeting with WG planning team
• 20th May 2021– Detailed UHB specific feedback letter received from Simon Dean
• 24th May 2021– Detailed UHB specific meeting with WG; debrief meeting with WG planning team
• 2nd and 9th June 2021 – presentations to Executive Team, and approval of content
================================================================================
• 30th June 2021– Final Board approved Plan must be submitted to WG
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Journey so far
Feedback and main areas of focus
Feedback has been consistent:
• Better triangulation of activity; workforce; and finance required
• Clearer alignment to NHS Planning Framework and Ministerial Priorities required More detail on our
recovery plans especially planned care required; how do we support Urgent and Emergency Care;
how do we continue to support our response to COVID-19; and main risks
• Clearer timelines and tangible deliverables required
• Revision of our Minimum Dataset (MDS); financial plans and workforce intent required
• Plan is strong on strategic intent. Sections on primary and community care; Mental Health and
Learning Disabilities (MHLD); regional; foundation economy and decarbonisation complimented.
However, WG found the document to be overly long.
Therefore these areas of requirement are those we have been focusing on, through:
• Revisions of the main Annual Plan; MDS and technical documents
• Production of a summary document to address the comment on the length of the document
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Key elements of the Plan
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What are the fundamental changes since March 2021
• Continual updating to make sure content is up-to-date
• Planned Care recovery plan including our response to the initial £100m of WG recovery
funding; revised trajectories; outsourcing
• Primary and Urgent Emergency Care
• Financial Plan
• Workforce Plan
• A Regional Collaboration for Health (ARCH) Governance
• Discover report
• Updated Governance structures including reporting
• Inclusion of more deliverables and milestones drawn from individual Planning Objective
‘Plans on a Page’
• Each Planning Objective has a table focusing on key outcomes / deliverables / milestones
• Synopsis document provides an overview diagram showing key deliverables
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Plan on a Page
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Plan on a Page
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Activity – key messages
• Internal elective activity will increase during June and July and then level off
• No further increases until the demountables are in place and/or Infection Prevention and
Control (IP&C) measures change (note: theatre capacity currently being used to support
social distancing)
• Independent sector will supplement our internal capacity
• Longer term, presumption is recovery plan will include:
o Demountables
o Independent sector (potentially decreasing reliance over time)
o Regional plans (including cataracts)
• Green site / reconfiguration to be assessed during the rest of 2021/22 to address
orthopaedics and sustainability
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Financial feedback
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Proposed Financial Plan 2021/22: June submission
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* Above currently excludes the Continuation of transforming access to Unscheduled
10 and
Emergency Care draft Plans and unconfirmed anticipated funding

Workforce
Workforce
Key workforce issues
• Elements that we need to critically review from workforce planning
perspective as part of immediate planning for the long term:
• Workforce needs for the social model of health and associated
programme business case
• Increasing age profile of our workforce in totality with specific groups
facing significant issues
• Implications of absence (COVID-19 related and the impact on
workforce availability).
To summarise risks:
• Known scale of gap in scenarios and availability of workforce that can
be activated to respond with agility to new COVID-19 pressures
• Resilience within workforce to respond to further prolonged and
significant pressures without appropriate rest and recuperation
• Reduction in workforce availability due to retirement linked to
pension changes/legal challenges
• Sustained levels of turnover with limited retention of workers across
all professional groups.
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Mitigations to reduce risk
• Initiating strategies to stabilise our workforce, and to allow flexibility
• Careful planning of services and corresponding workforce
requirements, assessing potential risks to access and availability of
required skilled workforce and the timescales needed to activate
plans and align workforce/finances.
• The organisation will plan for COVID-19 related activity for the
whole of 2021/22 but will plan its resources both financial and
workforce on a quarterly basis. The first 6 months is planned to
September 2021.
• Resourcing and training plans based on the most plausible scenario
we perceive our workforce will face building in the possible and
associated challenges to generate agile responses i.e., contractual
flexibility or extensions, responsive resourcing solutions, enhanced
digital learning solutions.
• Working with Partners and generating a system-based response to
workforce challenges: Health Education and Improvement Wales
(HEIW), University partners, Military supporters, ARCH & Mid & West
Wales HB partnerships, Primary Care, Local Authority and wider
public sector bodies and the Third Sector and the Regional
Workforce Programme Board.

Key considerations – what are the next steps in delivering our recovery
•
•
•
•
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Testing the market for further commissioning opportunities
Development of Primary Care proposals for all contractor groups
Awaiting outcome of our Outpatient transformation bids
Expansion of our regional programme with Swansea Bay, including for cataracts. This
includes revised recovery programme (through ARCH)

Beyond the 2021/22 Annual Plan – Next Steps
• Until we hear differently, we need to assume that WG are likely to require us to submit a 3 year
Integrated Medium Term Plan (IMTP) (2022-25) by the end of December 2021, to do this we are
going to need:
o To develop a new planning cycle over the next few weeks, to take on-board the lessons of the
development of the 2021/22 plan
o To consider our planning resources to support the breadth of work required
o To prioritise key areas of work around our Planning Objectives e.g. financial sustainability;
MHLD; children and young peoples services
o To consider how our on-going recovery from COVID-19 will continue to be supported in
planned care but also across the whole system (primary and community care; MHLD,
prevention and health inequalities)
o The emergence of new / re-enforcement of existing Ministerial priorities.
• The aim is to develop an approvable IMTP – this means the plan will need to set out how we will
deliver service sustainability for our population (to include financial balance over the lifecycle of
the plan).
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Questions?
Thank you
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